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      BREXIT - Be prepared- even  if the Government isn't!  
Brexit is, so they say, nearly upon us. For all businesses, particularly importers and exporters, this 

is a nervous time. HMRC has been warning for months that we should all 

 

There's a sense that if you have problems after the chosen date it could 

only be your fault for not doing more to prepare. But just so you don't get 

paranoid, let Biz Buzz assure you there are many issues that even HMRC 

don't understand! They may have invested in a Brexit "help line" but our 

experience was that, incredibly, the operator who took our call had no idea what an EORI number 

was (it's a personal VAT ID number for import/export) - nor even how to spell it, nor the difference 

between a GB EORI and an EU EORI, nor what circumstances might force a British company to 

seek an EU EORI on top of the GB EORI currently required, nor did the web site make it any 

clearer!!!  

Biz Buzz offers this advice:  
Spend some "me time" on your business. Concentrate on the boring admin. 

aspects of business that normally just keep rolling on. Check out the ins and outs 

of taxes, delivery times, documentation.  

 

This is not just about import/export businesses. It's about e.g how to 

employ foreign workers: will UK professional qualifications still be valid; will 

patents still work; do your contracts still refer to being in the EU?; what currencies 

are you paid in? Have another cup of coffee and check out what the Chambers of Commerce have 

to say.Their checklist is great:easy to read & well worth a look  Chambers Business Brexit Checklist 

 Here's the Govt. link  Get Ready For Brexit 

 

Don't leave it. It may seem like a loss leader to spend all your time 

peering at computer screens when your clients/customers are chasing 

you for fast turn-arounds etc. but KEEP FOCUSED, it could bring long 

term gain…and at the very least you can say you TRIED!  
 

Don't Panic. There are at least 2,920 government documents about Brexit on the HMRC site 

alone- more than we have time to read in a life-time! Searches will pull up everything 

from health claims on food products to taking your dog on holiday. It's overwhelming. 

But take your time. And if you hit a brick wall of ignorance in the highest places keep 

calm. Try the phone. 01603 625977 Hello@norfolkchamber.co.uk 

export@norfolkchamber.co.uk   

Consider alternative solutions to that heap of BS (Brexit Stress!) Check out this month's Biz Bod!!  

events            Libraries week & Get on line week 7th-20th October. Details:  

Nearly 100 events at libraries for digital help including 1 to 1 sessions @ £17.50 per hour: 
including starting & growing your business with digi-help at the library, getting to grips with apps 
and  free online IT courses   

Dept for International Trade. Free Webinar 12th Nov Advantage through Advertising Youtube  

advertising: reach your target audience; brand awareness;, influence purchasing behaviour.  
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BIZ BOD  ORMEROD !    does heather have the  answer  to  BS   … 

                            Brexit stress??!!        

Stress in modern life is an increasing problem in all ages. The 

Stevenson-Farmer review (2017) set up by PM Theresa May, into stress 

at work found that it was "massively in the interest " of Govt, 

employers & employees to understand and talk about stress. Heather 

Ormerod, who runs hugely successful pilates classes locally, agrees, 

not least because stress can be difficult to identify, so you may not 

even know you're suffering. Topical right now but who of us is taking 

the time to sort it out by strengthening mind and body?  
DON'T panic …  DO PILATES!!!  "Stress can show up in many 

different ways," says Heather, "Headaches, digestive issues, back pain, muscle tension, dizziness, 

and skin disorders. Stress compromises our immune system, disrupts sleep, and can lead to 

weight gain." So how to stay calm? Many head for the hills, walk or run. Others go cycling - New 

Buckenham is ideal for that. Pilates, like yoga (which Heather 

also teaches) and other exercise, can be another effective way of 

getting away from it all. "In 

Pilates you need to focus on each 

movement with intention and 

awareness. This provides a space 

for the mind to focus on the 

present moment, leaving worries 

at the door." Sounds like it really could be a Brexit antidote!  

who is heather? She's been teaching pilates & yoga for 5 years. Before that she was a 

professional choreographer & dancer specialising in film work: Channel 4, BBC, Scottish Ballet, 5 

stars at the Edinburgh Festival Fringe. (Hey! That's some CV!) She has the top qualifications for 

teaching pilates (level 3 & 4 diplomas) and handling GP referrals alongside a welter of quals for 

different specialist styles and use of equipment. Frankly, with all this training, one wonders how 

she has the time to teach! 6 weekly matwork classes in Old & New Buckenham Village Halls as well 

as 1-1 lessons on the Reformer and Cadillac Pilates apparatus.  

new hope …new health  Pilates can also be a beacon of hope for those with disabilities. 

One client who suffers from fibromyalgia, causing extreme  

inflammation and pain in the joints, has found that pilates has 

provided the physical and mental strength for her to get away 

from the every day and build new confidence. "I no longer set 

restrictions on what I imagine my body might be capable of… 

and although I know that there may be days when I cannot 

walk, thanks to Heather my faith in my body and its potential 

has not only been restored, it is stronger than it has ever 

been." 18 -81? NOPE! The youngest Heather's taught is 14! 

  Ask any age and they'll tell you about strength, improved 

deportment, flexibility. And then comes the joy quotient. " Not only do I come out of Heather's 

classes feeling strong,  I come out feeling refreshed and de-stressed. 

There is something about focussing on the movements that really makes 

you forget about all of the stresses of everyday life." What's more it 

does the same for Heather too. "Definitely I look forward to these 

classes every week and I exit them feeling happier, re-energised, much 

more positive and mentally resilient. We enjoy a good laugh together, 

which always helps you feel a lot better after a stressful day!" There you 

are then. BS sorted. We just need to get the politicians on board!!    



 

  The Business of Birds!!! 
  A national takeover on 17th October  

Stop tweeting and listen to birds!!  The RSPB is 
hosting a massive national campaign to promote 
birdsong in an effort to help prevent the loss of birds 

and, their song. They suggest that businesses could 
hop on board to help bring the campaign to wider 

attention. " We want to get bird song everywhere and tell the people in power 
that we don’t want bird song to disappear. It’s easy for businesses to play bird 
song on their premises. Bird song has been shown to have all kinds of calming 

benefits, so it could boost business." Get the info + tools at :  
https://www.rspb.org.uk/get-involved/campaigning/let-nature-sing/get-a-local-business-

involved/#MDufCyqCfm82gmGd.99  
Host a birdy tea party, play birdy song, involve children… there are 

heaps of ideas.   If your business is interested in helping the environment  

like this, the RSPB has a whole load of tools which you can use… 

Bird song you can play in the office, pub, café etc. It's an app you can 

download or you can tune in live. Get the info at the RSPB's Birdsong 

Radio Page    rspb.org.uk/let-nature-sing/birdsong-radio. 

Posters to stick in a window. 

Bunting that you can download and hang up in your shop or office (get 

the kids to do something useful by cutting it out!) 

https://www.rspb.org.uk/globalassets/images/campaigning-and-

positions/let-nature-sing/birdsong-takeover/pdf/bilingual/takeover-

bunting-web_cym.pdf 

the latest thrilling instalment of ….  the mobile  phone mast mystery 
EPISODE 7,726,803  (If you have a phone number which you feel could serve as an episode 

number, please get in touch!)   

The cliff-edge conclusion to last month's episode resulted in us gasping in horror at the suggestion 

that the proposed site at Downmore Farm had not yet even been bought and that it was not 02 who was 

buying it! This terrifying news came from Dr Ilana Clark Community, Government Relations and Media 

manager for CTIL, the UK's largest mobile infrastructure services company.  

The only person who could clarify the issue 

was the trusted Juliet Baller (the Planning 

Manager for Waldon, which designs, builds & 

manages the sites). We contacted her. We 

said: "Which of us is more fed up with this 

project?! The "planning" is completed yet the 

site has not yet been acquired? And it is to be 

bought by Waldons? We outsiders might have 

thought that the site has to be bought by O2. 

If you could quickly explain that , it would be 

helpful for us to understand. What is the 

present state of play, exactly?"  

The estimable Ms Baller responded: 

"Neither O2 nor Waldon buys the land in 

ordinary circumstances. Cornerstone and 

Telefonica (O2) usually enter into a rental 

agreement with the landowner for an agreed period and Waldon - or a similar firm - act as Acquisition agent 

for them and liaise either with the landowner directly or an agent appointed by them, as well as solicitors. 

This particular case is taking unusually long to complete. As I understand it, arrangements for supplying 

power to the site have been the cause of much of this. …I am told that there is at least preliminary approval 

of the power supply quote, which is movement at last, but doesn’t signal completion. I think that is still 

subject to finalisation on one or two points."  
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